The most gener al solu t ions of on e-dimensional Browni an motion, govern ed by t he C hapm a n-Kolmogor off fu nction al eq uation , in t he form of seri es of r odu cLs of two L aguerre polynomials arc described . Som e ana lytical and pro ba bili stic p ropcr Lies o f t hese solu tions are discu ssed and it is shown t hat t hese solut ions a r e different fr om t hose given by A. N. K olmogor off . T he li mit ing beha vi or of t he proba bili ty fu nction is i nvesL igaLed. A d eri vation of t h e correspondi ng paraboli c par tial differential equ ation is obLaincd.
Introduction
The ma thematical study of Brownia n mo tion and diffusion phenomena in th e case of a nonuniform fluid led S. Ch apman [1] 1 to introduce th e fun ction al equation
f (p,T + 7 0,1', t )= f f( p' , T, r,t )f(p-p', TO, r+ p' , t +T )dp' .
(1) B . Hostinsky [11] in stud yin g th e fu nctional equ a tion of M . moluchowski [19] for th e same problem , observed th a t the fun ctional equ a tion of Ch apman was a gen er alization of th e fun ctional equa tion of Smoluchovvski, an d found th e gen eral solu tion of th e Chapman equa tion by using the method of integration by substi tutions due to V. Vol terra.
The same author [11] puLs the fun ction al equa tion of Chapman in th e more ymmetric form j(X I, X3, t l , t3) = i b f (Xl' X2, t l , t2) f (X2' X3, t2, t3)dx2 (2) which is equivalent to that of' Chapman for the case wh er e th e space in which tb e BrowlJian motion or diffu sion ph enomen a t ak e place has only one dimension .
On th e other ha nd, A. . Kolmogoroff [17] has considered direc tly a very gen er al functional equa tion valid ror a domain of any number of dimension s, which r educes to eq (2) in th e case of a sin gle dimension and whi ch can be considered as a very gen eral form of one of the condition s which occ urs in the problem of chain probabili ties studied by M arkoff.
Moreover, A. Kolmogoroff has given particular solutions of eq (2) and has shown th a t veiT wide classes of hi s solutions satisfy linear partial differ en tial equa tion s of the second order and para bolic typ e, and gen er alized the fun ctional equ a tion of Chapman from th e special problems of Brownian motion and diffusion phenomen a t o chain probabili ties . The eq (2) is commonly called the Chapman-Kolmogoroff fun ctional equation.
N ever thcless, the most gen eral solution of th e Chapman-Kolmogoroff equation has no t been given . M . Frechet, however , has given very gen er al solutions havin g forms differ ent from the forms given by the preceding authors.
~1. Frechet has found t wo m ethods: the fu·st [6] is based on a proced ure used in m ath ema tical physics and th e second [7] on reducin g Lhe stud y or th e most gen ernJ solution s which ar e doubly squar e in tegrable to th e corresp onding study in t he disconLinuous case . The two methods provide two dis Lin ct forms whose equivalen ce is nei ther obvious n or cer tain .
Th e most general solutions of t he Chapman-Kolmogoroff equa tion in on e-dimen ion al space h ave been given by \/[ . Frechet and th e present author. In fact, t he case or th e fini te in terval (O,27r) has been Lreated by M . Frechet, [6] , and th e case of a r egion infinite in bo th direction s has been investigated in detail [8, 10] . In this paper some analytical and probabilistic properties of the most general solutions of one-dimensional Brownian motion in the interval (O,ro) are described. The corr esponding parabolic partial differential equation, which constitutes the fundamental equation of Brownian motion and diffusion theory, is obtained, and the limiting behavior of the solutions at infinity is analyzed.
Statement of the Problem and Formulation of the Fundamental Results
L et us consider a free spherical Brownian particle (i.e., in the absence of an external field force ) depending on a finite number v of parameters and which can assume all states Q, forming a certain set V (which one can consider as a region of v-dimensional Euclidean space). One assumes then that there exists a probability w(M,s; v,t ) that the Brownian particle passes from state M at the instant s to anyone of th e states of a set v at the later instant t .
The probability fun ction w(M,s; v,t) is, by virtue of the total probability theorem, an additive fun ction of the set v. It is clear that where
When s<t, one can consider the simple case where the additive function of the set v can be represented by a L ebesgue integral (3) wher e dQ is an element of the v-dimensional space and f is a v-tuple integral.
w(M ,s; v,t )= f f(M,S; Q,t )dQ
When this assumption is made, one finds, in applying total and compound probability theorems that the Brownian displacement functionf, which govern the v-dimensional Brownian motion,2 satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogoroff functional equation f(M,s; P ,t )= J /(M,s; Q,u)f(Q,u; P ,t)dQ (4) for s< u < t. V denotes a v-dimensional Euclidean space andf is Lebesgue-measurable in V.
In the problem of chain probabilities,f(M ,s; P ,t)dP is the elem.entary probability that the state of a physical system, fixed by v parameters, and represented by M at the inst ant s, becomes at the later instant t one of the states of a certain elementary set dP of states. However , in this interpretation the transition probability or density probability function fe M ,s; P ,t) must satisfy the probabilistic conditions f (M ,s; P ,t) ;::: 0, J /( M ,s; P ,t)dP= l.
If the physical system is moving continuously it has to travel the finite distance MP during a finite time t differen t from s. Then if the states M and P are two different states we have
limf(M ,s; P ,t) = O,
M~P.
(7) t--'>S
If the state P coincides with the state M, the transition probability f is no more continuous
and it tends to infini ty as t----' 7S
lim f (M,s; P ,t ) = ro. (8) Such properties of the transition probability functionf, when t----' 7S, resemble those of the Dirac a-function which is a kind of improper function. It follows that the condition (8) must be excluded from chain probabilities. Therefore the assumption of the existence of an elementary probability f(J1;[,s; P,t)dP cannot be accepted completely and an exception must be made for the case s= t, M = P. Hfis interpreted as a generalized function, in the sense of the distribution theory, then the case s= t and ]v[= P is covered by the statement that j has a-function behavior in this case.
P --,>M,t--'>s
Using the addi tive theory, both . Wiener [23] and P . Levy [1 ] obtained very important results concerning the transition probability function. M. Kac [12] , S. Kakutani [14, 15] and others in a series of papers obtained properties of the Brownian motion in a v-dimensional space and in connection with the Riemann surfaces. An interesting probabili Lic discussion of the general diffusion process in one dimension is also given by W. Feller [5] . Recently M. Kac [1 3] , relying on the properties of Wiener measure in the space of continuous functions, showed the disadvantage of Wiener m easure theory applied to Brownian motion .
On the purely physical side the two papers by Uhlenbeck and Ornstein [21] and Ublenbeck and M. C. Wang [22] should be mentioned.
. Method of Solution
To obtain a very general solution of the functional eq (4), M. Frechet [6J tried a method of separation of variables in the form n f (M,s;P,t) = ::8 A t(M,s)B i(P ,t) (9) j ; l and found that the necessary and sufficient condition that the expression (9 ) should be a solution of eq (4) is that, for the values of u such that s< u < t, the functions A t(Q,u ) and B i(Q,u ) form a biorthonormal ystem over V, i.e., (10) Nevertheless, Frechet realized Lhat the expression (9) does not sati fy the conditions of chain probabilities and introduced instead the infinite series '" f (M, s; P,t )=::8 A n (1I1, s) Bn(P,t ) (11 ) n; O and proved that the necessary and sufficient condition Lhat the transition probability function f (M,s ; P,t), satisfying the Chapman-Kolmogoroff eq (4 ), could be written, in at least one wn,y, in the form (11 ) where the convergence is uniform for s< t, is that the functions A ;(.2Vi,s), Bi(P,t) form a complete orthonormal set over 17.
The series solution (11 ) is supposed to be uniformly convergent for s and t fixed such that s<t, and M,P varying arbitrarily over V.
. One-Dimensional Case
Considering the case or olle-dimensional space (v= 1), n,nd with the usual notations x, y , and z for M , P , and Q, the Chapman-Kolmogoroff eq (4) can be written in the form f (x,s; y,t )= f /( x,S; z,u)f( z,u; y,t )dz , (12) Frechet's method led us to take [or the solution of eq (12 ) the infinite series '" f (x ,s; y,t) = ::8An(x,s)Bn (y,t) n; O where the functions A n, En form a biorthonormal set over V.
The case of the finite interval V (O,27r ) has been treated by M. Frechet [6] . The solution of eq (12) on (-ro,oo ) in the form of a series of products of two H ermite polynomials has been given by the au thor [8, 10] , and its analytical and probabilistic properties are discussed in d etail.
The most general solution of eq (12) in the interval (0, 00) is a lso given by the author [8, 9] in the form (13) where the infinite sequence of L 2-[unctiol1s { '//' :..) (x) } form a complete orthonormal set over (0,00), and 
The modified Bessel [unction f a(z) is defined by
where Z is positive and a is an integer.
For a a posit ive integer or zero , a condition which is not incompatible with the assumption a>-I , f a(z) is positive. Thus, according to (14) , the transition probability fis always positive
for any values of x and y in the interval (0,00) . Therefore, the solution (13 ) 
. Limiting Behavior of the Probability
Let us investigate the asymptotic behavior of the probability w(x,s; V ,t), cl efUl ed by (3) , when the time t tends to infinity. To do so the existence of the limit of Lhe transi Lion probability j defined by the uniformly convergent series j (x,s; y ,t )= exp [ -xtYJcxy )i { r -1(a+ 1) + tf A;;r[~g~JL~") (x) L ,;")(y) } (13' ) should be sought. I-l aving in mi nd that in Lhe factor O(s, t )= a(s)/a(t) lh e fun ction a Ct) is a positive increasing con tinuous fun cLion o[ t, Lwo cases may occ ur :
1-'><»
Therefore, for x, y , and s fixed and t lending to infinily we have a
limj(x,s; y,t) = r-1(a+ 1) (xy)z rxp [-(x + y )/2] t-'>'"
which depends on x and y. It follows [rom (3) Lhat the limit o[ the probabiliLy w(x,s; 1 T ,t ), where V is the interval (O,ro), is given by provided a>-2. This limit depends on the iniLial sLate x which is called a non oscillatory case. This terminology is due t o M. Frechet, and it means thaI, Lhe probn,biliLy w Lends Lo a limit, in the ordinary sense, when t tends to infinity.
By assump tion, a takes positive integers or zero values, and therefore lhe condition a>-2 is fulfilled. 2. The only alternative to the case 1 
is that lim a(t) = d t-'>'"
where d is finite and positive. In this case
lim O(s, t )=a(s) /d= al(s) t-'>",
where O< a" (s) < 1. It follows that .
~ [ x+ y] '" ~~~j(x, s ; y,t)=(XY)2 exp --2-~
where Therefore the limit of the probability w depends completely on the initial state x at the instant s. This second case is also a nonoscillatory case.
The above results can be stated as follows:
THEOREM.
Ij the transition probability j(x,s;y,t) satisjying the Chapman-KolmogoroiJ eq (12) , is in thejorm (13) , then the limit olthe probability w, when t tends to infinity, exists and depends on the initial state, i.e., the probability is nonoscillatory, provided a takes zero or positive integral values.
Stochastic Partial Differential Equations
A. Einstein [3] showed that the probability density j satisfies a partial differential equation of diffusion type whose coefficient is a certain diffusion constant related to the viscosity and temperature of the medium in which Brownian motion takes place, and to the radius of the Brownian particle (assumed spherical).
The existence of the probability density j has been establish ed by many authors from different viewpoints, especially by A. N. Kolmogoroff [17] and W. Feller [4] . Kolmogoroff proved that any function which satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogoroff equation satisfies also a second-order partial differential equation of parabolic type, and he obtained a class of particular solutions and showed that these, subject to certain special conditions concerning the order of the magnitude of moments, satisfy, in variables x and s, the equation (15) where .
j'+' "

B2(x,t) = hm 2fl.t (y-x)2j(x,t,t + fl.t ,y)dy,
under the assumption that the ratio of the moment of order 3 to that of order 2 tends to zero at the limit fl.t = O. Kolmogoroff's partial differential equation was derived by C. M. Tchen [20] independently of Kolmogoroff's method.
It can be shown that the solution (13) is different from those discussed by Kolmogoroff. To see this, note that if the solution (13) belongs to those of Kolmogoroff, then there would exist two functions A and B such that the solution (13 ) satisfies a partial differential equation of type (15) . Calculating the derivatives ofj, given by (13), we get
on-I 00
where prime denotes the derivative with respect to x.
For (15 ) , one gets
where Un(x,s,t ) denotes
Since the relation (16) must hold for any value of y in (0,00), t he expre ion in the square brackets must be zero for any positive in teger value of n; that is, after dividing by L~OI. ) (x), As ~ ~~ is ind epend en t of n and x, it is cleaT tha t th e r ela tion (17) does no t bold unless the two coeffi cients A(x,s) and J32 (x,s) are both zero. Th erefor e O(s,t) = a(s) /a (t ) will be independen t of s which is contr ary to th e assumption tha t a (s) is a positive incr easing con tinuou function of s. This proves the statem ent.
It can also b e shown by computation that th e r elation (1 7) is po sible if th e two functions A (x,s) and B (x,s) are bo th zero . In fact for n = O, we have
On the other hand , setting n = 1 and n = 2 in r elation (17) and eliminating ~ ~: between the two r ela tions obtained, one ge ts where and
The two ratios (18) and (19) are different, hence the relation (17) does not hold unless th e two functions A and B are bo th zero. N ow we propose to obtain a derivation of the corresponding parabolic partial differential equation or the so-called backward equation of diffusion th eory. For this pm-pose we can use the generating function (14) and get
wh er e z = 2(1-0) -1 (Oxy) 1/2, and I a(z) satisfies (21 ) prime denotes the d eriv a tive with respect to z.
Taking the derivatives of (20) with respect to x and computing the different terms of (2 1 
Substituting the above expression ofj in (22) and setting This derivation presupposes certain differentiability conditions on j and a(s ), namely: j must have continuous partial derivatives of order ::;2 with respect to x and s, and the righthanded derivative a'(s) must exist. Therefore the following theorem can be stated:
Ij the transition probability junction j, defined by (13) , is oj the class 0 2 , and the
right-handed derivative a'(s) oj th e increasing continuous junction a(s) exists, and is everywhere positil'e and different jrom ze ro, then the transition probability j satisfies, in the variables x and s, the parabolic equation (24).
It can be observed that the para bolic eq (24) to which the solu tion (13) sa tisfies is different from equation (15 ) given by Kohnogoroff.
The coefficient of ~{ in (24) sugges ts setting a (s) = ps, and th en putting n (t ) = fJt, w e have wher e }Jo (S) is a n in cr easin g con tinuous fun ction of S. We tb en have The fun ction j (x,s; y ,i ) becomes F(x,S ; y , T), and the Chapm a n-K olmogoJ'off equ a Lion will still be satisfied if the instan ts s, t ar c r eplaced by numbers Sand T a nd th e fun ction F(x,S; y , T ) ca n be written as follows: 
When the time t----' >oo, T tends either to infinity or (T bein g n ega tive as well as S) to zero, then () tends either to zero or e S , so tha t the limitin g behavior of the probability fun ction w, defined by _ ?
t. " f oo w -0 } (.1 ,i), y, l )dy, will still be nonoscilla tory .
Ther e is nothing arbitrary in F(x,S; y , T ), defin ed by (28), which is a par ticular solll tion of (27) . Ther efore the most gener al solution will be in the form
j(.r,s; y ,t) = F [r, 7J (s); y ,7J ( t )]
where 7J (s)= ln a(s) is an arbitrary fun ction varying in (-00 ,00) .
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